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Roleplaying the Possibility



Wars. You nlust have the roleplaying game to play this adventure. The Orrorsh sourcebook is also extremely useful. Southeast Asia, as well as the rest of the Earth, is under siege by the Possibility Raiders from other cosms. A High Lord called the Gaunt Man has recently been released from the imprisoning force of the Heart of Coyote. He has resumed control and begun to make up for the time lost in the battle with the eternity shard. This advenlure involves a group of player character Storm Knights preventing the Gaunt Man from acquiring too much power. Usually adventures for Torg are designed only to be read by the gamemaster. However, No Quarter Given contains sections of fiction for both gamemasters and their players. After reading the prologue, the players can follow the adventures of another Storm Knight group that they are assisting. The two groups will meet at the end of Act One and then separate to finish their own missions. A final warning to the buyer: No Quarter Given is an adventure for experienced characters. While they will not be facing the Gaunt Man themselves, they will be facing a few of his most promising Nightmares and a member of his Hellion Court. Any characters that cannot handle the stress of the action will die.



Starting Up Gamemasters should allow their players to read the two Prologues prior



•



to Act One. The remainder of the fiction pieces should be read after the act that they follow is finished. The adventure acts themselves should only be read by the gamemaster. If you wish to photocopy the Prologues for this use, we give you permission here. Act One contains the necessary details for starting the player characters on the road to Orrorsh. If they are already in Orrorsh then most of the first scene can be deleted.



Adventure Background The Gaunt Man is the High Lord responsible for the invasion of Earth. Along with his Darkness Device, Heketon, the Gaunt Man plotted with several other High Lords to conquer the Earth. But in the early days of the invasion, the Gaunt Man was set back when he became entrapped by the Heart of Coyote, a powerful eternity shard destined to protect the Earth. When he emerged, victorious, from the fight with the Heart of Coyote, he gained its great store of possibility energy. With this energy, he began to make plans to end his long thirst for conquest; he wishes to finally expand his realm, which was delayed by his absence, and to exact revenge upon all Storm Knights. He blames them for all of his troubles and realizes their importance as defenders of Earth. Once they have been removed, his conquest will be a relatively easy task. However, as can be seen in the adventure The Gaunt Man Retums, these plans have yet to reach fruition. The ultimate revenge on the stormers will take place in No Quarter Given.
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Torg: No Quarter Given



Adventure Synopsis Although the Gaunt Man is nearly all-powerful, his brilliance allows him to realize that he does have flaws. Therefore, after creating his plans, the Gaunt Man consults his mirror, Wicked, to determine the source of his greatest threats. The mirror seeks out the answer to his query and presents the images of two groups of Storm Knights, one group being your players and the other being the characters of the fictional adventure. With this knowledge, the Gaunt Man sends forth his minions to trap and destroy the two groups. Unfortunately, it is the very trap that causes the Knights to become involved. In Act One, your players are summoned to Orrorsh by one of the Gaunt Man's nightmares, Araneae, a twisted offspring of Basjas (of the Hellion Court). She invites the characters under the false pretense of finding her lost hus-
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band. Once they do arrive, she plans to encase them in her magical webs and destroy them. But the characters in the fiction cross paths with your players and Araneae is, hopefully, defeated. The players are informed of the true mission to defeat the Gaunt Man and are left to destroy one of the stelae supporting the Victorians' bridge to Gaea. Act Two has them following the lead of a Victorian explorer thatclaims to know the location of the cult that is defending the stelae. They follow the explorer but are betrayed as he is actually the head of the cult and is leading them into an elaborate ritual planned to destroy them. Act Three takes place after they defeat the explorer and his cult. After being led astray, they must start anew their own search for the stelae. They are unable to find it at the cult's temple, but are able to speak with the local villagers to determine its true location. The conclusion of the adventure pits the players against Lord Stanton



Cheltenham and ends either with the group's demise or the defeat of Cheltenham and the uprooting of the stelae. The fiction adventure is left undetailed so as not to ruin your reading.



Perseverance Although possession of the Orror511 sourcebook is helpful, it is not mandatory. No Quarter Give/! includes an outline of one of the most important mood elements of Orrorshan adventures, Perseverance. With it you can truly make your players feel afraid for their characters' lives. Throughout this adventure are places where the characters can gain and lose Perseverance. This is a measure of how well they are handling the horrors and insanities placed upon their minds. As a gamemaster, you can call for a Perseverance check whenever a truly horrific event occurs.



Introduction



Q: How is this done? A: Each group adventuring in Orrorsh either has or is given a perseverance rating (see ActOne for groups new to Orrorsh; they begin with a Perseverance of eight). This is a measure of how cool they can remain when their very souls are in jeopardy. If you feel that an event has overcome previous learning experiences, or is simply an unexpected, horrific shock, they should make a check. At this time, one player makes a roll for the group, finds the bonus number and adds it to the group's Perseverance number. This roll can not be assisted by card play or possibilities, but the character can roll again on lOs and 20s. Q: What is this total? A: This total is then checked against the difficulty of the act or adventure in question. For this adventure, the Perseverance difficulty number is 23. If the characters manage to generate a total over this number, they have overcome the Power of Fear and continue onward. But if they should fail, the horror that they are facing gains an advantage. Every monster detailed throughout the adventure has a Fear Rating. This rating is used whenever characters fail their Perseverance check. The monster gains a number of "fear points" equal to the number of Storm Knights multiplied by the monster's Fear Rating. With these points, the creature can use any of the following powers: One-Point Powers: • Steal one card per point out of a player'S pool or his hand.



• Stymie an opponent. • Spend a possibility for a roll-again. This is granted even to those monsters without a possibility rating. Two-Point Powers: • Produce an Up result. • Cause a Storm Knight to be Setback. • Mark a Storm Knight for Death; that Knight may not spend any Possibilities or cards to remove damage for the remainder of the scene. Q: How often should I call for the check?



Congratulations The Storm Knights in the party detailed throughout the fiction are also found in The Character Collection. These five characters were selected as the winners from player contributions. Congratulations go out to:



Creator



Character



Marc Brenowitz Pati Conley Bill Oimesdahl Steve Tanner Dan Viger



Andre Ouchard Ti-Dara Jarnel Vito Tattaglia Kevin Middleton Captain Verdigris



Acknowledgements The author also wishes to acknowledge the following sources: Mary Howitt ("The Spider and the Fly") Tlze Bible (for the beginning of Prologue) William Shakespeare (for the ritual in Prologue 2; Macbeth Act IV, sc.I)



A: Although truly cruel gamemasters can justifiably call for a check every time the characters encounter the least disturbing thing, this does not make for a fun adventure. The purpose of Perseverance is to maintain a steady level of tension, fear and horror. Orrorsh thrives on fear, not despair. Characters that fail Perseverance checks too often go insane and outlive their usefulness in Orrorsh. Use Perseverance in moderation (twice per scene is a good target number), but do not make the adventure too easy. Q: I look ahead at the number of dangerous encounters and think, "Isn't the Perseverance ON a little high?" A: Yes. Yes. Yes. Orrorsh is a very nasty place and this is one of the toughest adventures that your characters will probably ever go on. The adventure pits the group against two younger Nightmares (Orrorshan territorial bosses) and a member of the Hellion Court. Although at first they are unaware of the true purpose of their mission, the difficulty that they face in making their checks should clue them in and warn them to be very careful about their actions. As mentioned before, do not overwhelm them with Perseverance



checks, but never let up either. This adventure should not treat them with kid gloves if they screw up. This time if they screw up, they die. Q: What does Perseverance have to do with the Power of Fear? A: The Power of Fear is another mechanic through which Orrorsh maintains its dominance. Because of it, Storm Knights may not use some of their tremendous abilities (see the Torg Rulebook for greater detail on these) • They may not invoke Reality Storms. • They may not play for the critical moment with their cards. The Power of Fear can only be overcome by achieving a Perseverance value greater than the adventure DN + 12 (which would guarantee a success without a roIl). Because of the intended difficulty of No Quarter Givell, this probably won't happen. TheStorrn Knights are constantly kept on the razor's edge and are not provided with enough confidence-building scenes that would allow them to overcome the Power of Fear. Q: Can I go home now? I don't like this Orrorsh place. A: Nope.
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Prologue



Prologue



"In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. The earth was witholtt form and void, and darkness was "pon the face of the deep; and the Spmt of God was moving over the face of the waters.



"And God said, 'Let there be light'; and there was light. And God saw that the hght was good; and God separated the light from the darkness." - Genesis 1:1 The Gaunt Man casually returned the book to the case beside him and thought upon these words. In all his conquests, in all the realms that had fallen before his might, never had he witnessed words so close to the truth, yet so mIstaken. The darkness did indeed come first. A darkness that was pure. A darkness that was power. Its identity was the Void. As the Gaunt Man thought on, he picked up a small dagger, hued with crimson and turquoise, the colors of possibility. Then carne Eternity. This was the light. But it was not good, as the book had claimed. Its white impurity stamed the darkness. And since the Void could not allow itso;lf to be blemished, it waged a war upon the Eternity. ThiS war was the bIrth and death of all things. The Gaunt Man looked upon a globe that sat before him. He spun it idly and continued. Out of that war carne two beings, one his master and the other his enemy. Those bemgs were the Nameless One and Apeiros. Like their creators, they were aspects of darkness and light. The Nameless One took after the Void. It was the devourer, pure and dark, possessor of the traits of strength. Apeiros, light's champion, was creative, truthful, enlightened ... pitifully weak. And so, like their masters, they renewed the war and darkness continued its mastery over light. The only difference this time was that the Nameless One was capable of chasmg Apelros from the Place of the Void. Much like the fool Adam, Apeiros was driven from Paradise. Victorious, the Nameless One returned to the Void, but realized its sanctuary had been lessened. It had not been sufficient to drive Apeiros out; her continued existence was a stain that had to be destroyed before the purity could be restored. Cain had to kill Abel. So the Nameless One created the Darkness Devices (the Gaunt Man smiled a bit at this, casting a glance over to Heketon). Then he placed



within them the ability to find the most powerful and righteous. Those beings that they found would in turn seek out Apeiros' creations in all their forms and undo them. The devices would also find the one greatest of these "Possibility Raiders," the one called the Torg. This being, whose power would be shadowed only by the Nameless One himself, would be able to find and destroy Apeiros. Only then would the Void be returned to its proper state. As the Gaunt Man finished his thoughts, he thrust his dagger forward into the teetering globe and forced it to stop vlOlentiy. Its pomt was neatly nestled between the islands of Indonesia in the southeast Pacific, the area which he claimed as his domain. "f will be this Torg'" he shouted triumphantly and watched as a small creature skittered across his laboratory floor. It cowered underneath some diabolical device, waiting to see what form its master's rage would take this time. But no destruction came, instead the Gaunt Man moved confidently to the far side ofthe room to a wall hanging. He· stood before It for a moment then drew the curtain a side. Behind it lay the mirror Wicked. It served the Gaunt Man in many ways. It was his confidant, listening patiently to his tantrums and tirades. It could find where his enemies lie and aided in transporting his armies to attack. It could reveal the deceits and treacheries planned by his supposed allIes. And It could sooth his nerves and bolster his confidence. As much as a being like the Gaunt Man can have, it was his lover. The Gaunt Man stood before the mirror, taking in his own image. Previously, Wicked had shown an image of death and power. The Gaunt Man once saw a tall, proud man. One whose plans to become Torg saw few setbacks and fewer outright defeats. Now hesaw a hollow man, lean and very tired. The lines in his face were pronounced and his hair graying. Wicked showed him the tolls that this world had taken and as he continued to stare, he became angry with this image. . "Wicked, why does this world trouble us so?" he quened. "Our plan to reap this world of her possibilities was flawless. But we did not anticipate the power of her protectors. Why does she have so many of these accursed Storm Knights? Why do stormers froni other worlds corne to her aid? Could it be that Apeiros is here? Or is she
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protecting this one from afar? "My pet, the Carredon has been slain. Storm Knights, whose audacity exceeds tolerance, have violated my horne. A mere shard of possibilities kept me bound for nearly two years and close allies have turned against me in that time. "1 desire revenge, Wicked, cold, long, painful revenge!" he exclaimed. "1 will rape this planet and all others like it. I will use Apeiros' own precious possibilities to seek her out. And when I find her, she will pay for disturbing the Void. She will suffer and she will die." The Gaunt Man whirled on his toes, launching another dagger across the room. Its path found the small creature that had fled his fury before. He picked up the wounded thing, removed the dagger and cleaned the blade upon his forearm. He brought the creature before Wicked as if to share it. The creature squealed for mercy, but found none. The Gaunt Man closed his hand about its neck, bled the life out of it and discarded the husk. "They will not escape me this time. Like this poor pitiful creature, there are no hiding places. Apeiros will not be able to protect her Storm Knights now. 1 will resurrect the Carredon. 1will let it loose upon this planet and the planet
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will squeal for mercy. Then I will expand my realm. I will cover the globe and squeeze. The possibilities will flow out like blood and the Earth shall perish. 1 will have my revenge! "But," he inhaled cautiously, "wemustbecareful, Wicked. These stormers are cunning and resourceful. We can not afford any more mistakes. Our allies must be absolute in their loyalty and our enemies must be treated with caution. Therefore, Wicked, 1ask you where lie my greatest threats?" The Gaunt Man's image faded away from Wicked's surface. Brief moments later, it was replaced by the image of two small groups of people. Both reeked of possibility energies, honor and thus, weakness. The Gaunt Man glared at these Storm Knights, plotting their demise. He turned away from Wicked and headed out of his laboratory. He had to prepare for the Carredon. He had a world to conquer. As he left, the images in Wicked's face slowly faded. They were slowly replaced by a glowing almost maniacal, Cheshire-like smile. And then, quietly, almost imperceptibly, the remains of the unfortunate creature vanished.



Prologue Two



Prologue Two



The nightmare, or perhaps vision (she wasn't sure), was always the same. It began with darkness, enclosed by a tunnel. Then a faint light appeared at the far end, calling her. And as Ti-Dara approached, she realized that itwas the flickering glow of torch light. The tunnel opened into an enormous cavern. It sat about fifteen feet above the ground with rocky walls climbing up to it and beyond into the darkness above. Beneath her, at the center of the cavern, was a pit of boiling liquid. The torch lights that drew her in danced with the rising vapors. Their flickering light cast an eerie hue upon the surface. Although she was a distance away, she could almost swear that the pit was filled with boiling blood, its red hues being far too dark for anything volcanic. Along its edge, Ti-Dara spied several other figures. All but one were cloaked in dark red robes, hoods covering their grim visages. The remaining man wore a ragged overcoat and brimmed hat. His appearance and intent stare caricatured a scarecrow watching over his fields. As Ti-Dara made her way to the floor, she spotted another priest entering from just below her. She froze, hoping not to be spotted. After he made his way past, she eased herself behind a fallen rock to avoid discovery. The priest who had just entered bore a large sack. He approached and addressed the leader. "Oh, victorious Gaunt Man," he began and recognition flashed across Ti-Dara's mind. She remembered earlier visions. Ones that showed her power as a Storm Knight and revealed the Gaunt Man as one of the terrible beasts behind the invasions. The scarecrow before her was that man and just the rememberance of those earlier visions alerted her every instinct to flee. But she found herself unable to. Instead she sat, mesmerized by the proceedings, and watched as they began. "Lord and master, we have brought to you the bones and ashes of the Carredon, your greatest of creations." The priest continued, "We merely await your word. The pit of resurrection has been prepared, as have our souls. We willingly give our lives so that your beast may be brought back. Our souls will become as one to grant you the power necessary to destroy the Earth and her protectors." Ti-Dara began to shake with fear and anticipation. The tension in the cavern rose as the priests positioned them-



selves about the pit. While they arranged themselves, TiDara noticed several additional onlookers. In separate tunnels about the cavern were four other people. To her left was a sturdy-looking man in a wheelchair. She sensed that his disability was only physical and that his resolve was infinite in strength. To his left was a much larger man, ogresque in stature. He wore a very proper pin-striped suit and smoked away at a cigar. Directly across from her, a smaller man descended the wall. Even though she knew where he should be, she found it difficult to follow his movements. They were finely masked by his stealth and his garb. Lastly, to her right, was an edeinos whose appearance was anything but normal. He seemed to be wearing a rocket suit, an outfit that was quite different from the skins she had seen other edeinos wearing. She would have pondered it longer but her thoughts were brought back to the pit as the priests began to chant. The Gaunt Man raised the oversized bag above his head and emptied its contents into the pit. Large bones and ashes mixed with the pit causing the pit to churn even more intensely. The Gaunt Man then raised his cane above his head and glared at the cavern ceiling. When he joined the priests in their chant, a faint beam of light descended from out of the darkness. The light grew everblinding and came accompanied by the screams of a thousand tortured souls. TI,e priests, too, added to the cacophony as they began to writhe, wracked by unending pain. They struggled desperately, shouting and clawing at their flesh, fending off invisible beasts, attempting in vain to protect their souls, but eventually, one by one, they lost their battles, and out of their collapsed forms rose small ghost-like apparitions. These too tried to avoid their fates, whirling about the room, seeking an escape from the light. They fled between the rocks and evenaboutTi-Dara, buttheycould not find solace from the light. Finally, the last of the souls were drawn in and as they merged with the light, the light exploded, leaving the cavern in darkness and deafening silence. Ti-Dara lost track of time as she recovered. She slowly regained her sight, while the cavern remained still. She fought to keep her breathing quiet so that her presence would not be detected and awaited the next event. Since she could not detect them, she assumed that the other onlookers sat similarily, anxiously waiting.
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Eventually, the beam of light returned. It descended once again from the void above and into the pit. The Gaunt Man slowly lowered his head as well and viewed the pit's surface. Noise returned to the cavern as the pit began to bubble and the Gaunt Man recited from some arcane verse:



"0, well done'l commend your pains And everyone shall share i' the gains And I/OW about the caldron sing, Like elves andfairies in a ring, Enchanting all that you pili in. Black spirits and white, red spirits and gray, Mingle, mingle, mingle, you that mingle may. I conjure you, by that which you profess, Howe' er yOIl come to know it, ans\ver me: Come untie the winds, and let them fight Against the churches; Come bring waves that cOlI/ound and swallow navigation up; Make castles topple on their warders' And cause palaces and pyramids to bow Their heads to theirfoundations Bring even destruction, answer me To what I ask you." Intense heat washed over Ti-Dara as she continued to watch. She fought against unconciousness and endured the endless barrage of tortures that beset her body. A blistering wave of heat smashed into her, causing her breath to halt, as a form began to rise out of the pit. The wings of the beast came first. Slowly flexing, they drew their possessor up out of the pit. The Gaunt Man followed its slow flight about the cavern, first smiling, then evoking a truely demonic laugh. The Carredon gathered greater speed, exercising its new body while remembering its ancient abilities. It roared and the cavern shook. It flapped its wings and the winds tore loose a barrage of rocks from the walls they struck. It proclaimed its resurrection with a blast of fire that set the vacant bodies of the priests aflame and scored the rock the rock beneath them. Finally, it drew itself up before its master and began to speak. "Gaunt Man, you have brought me back. What desires shall I fulfill? We have need of revenge against these stormers. Our injuries must be equated with their deaths. Shall I go forth and destroy their world?" The Gaunt Man took in the grandeur of his pet. He reveled in its sheer power and how, with it under his control, his own might became unequaled. "Oh yes, my pet. We shall have our revenge.] have need of you on Earth. It is time that we crushed these pathetic Storm Knights and their world. ] have called for you to be my herald. You will let them know of death and destruction. You will let them know of pain and suffering. And you will let them know of their end that has come." The Gaunt Man glanced briefly back at the pit and the smoldering remains of his priests. He continued, "But you must wait.] must prepare them for your arrival. There are plans that must be finished. We must not be caught unpre-
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pared as before. For the time being, wait here and let your anger smolder and grow. When it becomes a flame, you will know that your time has come. And with it, Earth's time of reckoning." Ti-Dara cowered beneath this display and watched as the Gaunt Man turned and exited the cavern. The Carredon watched too, as he left, and then scanned the cavern. It reascended into the air, like Lucifer trying to reattainHeaven and tested its powers a second time. As the beast circled, it listened for movement, but Ti-Dara sat deathly still. It sought out prey through sight, but that also failed to detect her quivering form. But then the Carredon smelled. It caught a forgotten scent and sniffed at the air once more. "Stormers!" the Carredon roared, "] smell you. ] know your energy and it betrays you. ] sense your presence and you shall die for intruding here. You shall be the first victims of my revenge. Prepare yourselves for whatever gods you have, because you shall soon be joining them!" The Carredon whirled in the air, trying to track the scents. It had smelled all five of the Storm Knights, but one was stronger than the others. The dragon sought out TiDara by her scent and found her. It headed towards her, opening its maw, and let loose a blast of flame ... Ti-Dara would escape, waking once again from her horrifying nightmare, just as the fiery blast crashed across her body. The only evidence that would remain ofthe vison would be a fiercely-beating heart and a sweat-drenched bed. But for the others, the nightmare continued. Victoriously, the Carredon turned to search out the remaining stormers. Kevin Middleton's thoughts raced WIth the realIzatIon that he, too, had been spotted. He tried in vain to turn his wheelchair away but the rough terrain struggled against its wheels. The left wheel on his wheelchair caught in a crack, spun wildly and sent him flailing over the edge. He crashed hard on his right arm and there was a sickening crack. It was broken, but his arm quickly became the least of his worries as the dragon approached. He tried to drag himself, backwards, to safety but the Carredon moved with blinding speed. It grabbed at his legs, snatchmg a foot. It lifted him with one hand and grabbed at Kevin's throat with the other. "Know,stormer," it taunted. "Know that you will not die alone. All of your kind has met its end.] have returned and there will be no escape from my vengeance'" Kevin looked into the beast's eyes and saw that no soul lurked behind them. The black orbs just stared back and absorbed his fear. He could not help but remember the verse, "Look into the abyss and ittoo looks back at you." But he was unable to ponder its full meaning as the dragon squeezed the last of his consciousness out of him. The next victim of the Carredon's wrath was the edeinos Rocket Ranger. He boldy lept to his fate, electro-blasts and rocket suit guiding his way, Captain Verdigris challenging the Carredon to an aerial battle. The beast whirled after dispatching Middleton and easi1yevaded theCaptain's first volley. Itdid not give him time to ready another, launching its massive frame head-on into
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the smaIler lizard. They collided and hurtled toward the far sideof the cavern, but the Carredon puIled out of the thrust and left the Captain to face the impact of the waIl alone. His stunned form plummeted and never regained consciousness. The Carredon tore open the edeinos' damaged metal suit with little effort and dispatched the stormer within. The last two Knights - Vito, the Ayslish giant and Andre, the Cyberpapal thief- wefe able to team up against the winged horror. The giant drew the Carredon's attention with a short burst of automatic fire and readied himself for the conflict. While it swooped down upon his new found companion, Andre positioned himself above the site of their fight. When the Carredon passed him, he opened fire with his trusted GodMeeter and actuaIly managed to wound the beast. Vito used the confusion to get into melee and was able to use his tremendous strength to hold it temporarily. But the Carredon's confusion did not last long enough for Vito to exploit his advantage. As soon as it recovered from Andre's blast, the beast threw off the giant with little effort. The battle continued badly as Andre's next shot went wild and the Carredon managed to dodge back into the air. Once it regained breathing room, it was able to unleash another fiery blast. The inferno ended the fight for the giant and its heat washed up the cavern waIl, forcing Andre to puIl back against the wall.
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That was all the opening the Carredon needed. While Andre attempted to recover and bring his weapon to bear, the Carredon slid his way into the tunnel, grabbing Andre along the way. Grasping him securely, it continued until it reached the open air of Gaea. For the first time Andre saw where the caverns were located. They emerged from the side of a mountain and over some remote, nameless jungle, Andre prayed for his final salvation as theCarredon dropped him effortlessly to his death hundreds of feet below. After watching the end of the last stormer, the Carredon returned to his roost in the mountain. It knew all too well that this had only been a test. Somehow, these stormers had only been a smaIl spectre of their actual selves, like annoying daydreams. Perhaps his master, the Gaunt Man, had arranged it this way as an exercise or perhaps they had managed it on their own. But it did not care, it knew that it had regained full possession of its abilities and even against true stormers, or Storm Knights as they so mockingly called themselves, it would fare no worse. It returned to its pit confidant in the knowledge that no stormer would ever be capable of defeating it ever again. Not even that bitch Tolwyn. She had returned from the dead and s9 had the Carredon. And the Earth would soon shudder with this knowledge.



Act One



Act One



The Missing Explorer Major Beat Because of Wicked's images, the Gaunt Man has become aware of a threat to his domain. He learns the identities of the Knights pictured in Wicked's face and makes plans to prevent their interference. He has assigned the Nightmare Araneae, an offspring of Basjas, to their case. His orders are for the Knights to either be corrupted (so that he can use them) or, failing that, have them killed. In order to begin their ordeal, Araneae calls the Storm Knights to her estates in New London. She does this under her human name of Lady Araneae Winston, the wife of noted Victorian explorer, Lord Reginald Winston. She begs for their arrival, stating that her husband has disappeared while adventuring in the jungles of Majestic. When the Knights enter Orrorsh, a fierce reality storm strikes the Storm Knights' transport and they crash in the junglesnear New London. Araneae tracks them down and sends a small horror group out to corrupt or kill them. If the Storm Knights manage to pass these tests, she allows them to check out New London and awaits their arrival. She then attempts to drug them either at dinner or when they sleep that night, setting up her final trap. She is hoping the power of fear will work on theul, giving her more



overall power in the end - even though the Gaunt Man would prefer them "disposed of." The Stonn Knights wake to find themselves imprisoned and trapped in spider-web cocoons. The Storm Knights from the fiction arrive to help them escape them and together both parties set out to track down and kill Araneae.



SCENE ONE: Plea for Help The Situation Standard. In between adventures (or at the end of another adventure), the Storm Knigh ts receive an urgent telegram. The telegram on page 16, which also arrives with a set of plane tickets to New London, is addressed directly to one of them.



The Action The Gaunt Man has some troubles in his plans from the start. Although he trusts that Araneae can carry out her assignment with ease, one of his



Hellion Court does not. Lord Stanton Cheltenham feels that Araneae's intent to invite the Knights into her lair is the worst decision that she could



make. Therefore, he assigns one of his servants, William Devon and the cult of the Black Heart, to prevent their arrival.



Kidnapped! Devon's plan to prevent the Storm Knights' arrival is to kidnap one of their loved ones. He hopes that he WIll then be able to blackmail them into staying away from Orrorsh, regardless of Araneae's pleas. Little does he know that he parallel's his master's plan. After receiving the telegram, one of the Knights receives. a message from the "local" (depending on where the Knight lives) authorities. They explain
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